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Fall classes
will proceed
as planned
by Judl Kopp
editor

The rumor that fall classes
will be postponed is "absolutely
not" true, according to a University offi- ~~
cial.
Phil Mason,
executive assistant to the
president, said
that fall classes will resume
as scheduled, '
despite rumors to the
contrary.
Mason

Peace comes marching in

BG News. KralgPyer

The Great Ohio Peace March traveled through Bowling Green yesterday as several members show their support for global nuclear dis-

armament. The marchers spent last night at United Christian Fellowship in one of several stop-over visits scheduled.

He said that the situation isn't
serious enough to warrant the
delay of classes, but that the University is preparing for the return of the students.
"I can't imagine how bad the
situation would be before we
would have to cancel classes,"
he said. "Currently, the University is developing contingency
plans for the worst-case scenario."
Mason said that the Universi-

"...we fully do not
expect the
worst-case scenario
to happen."
-Phil /Mason,
executive assistant to
the president
ty is in the midst of preparing
conservation plans and programs for students, in the event
the worst-case scenario should
occur.
"The only prudent action the
University could do would be to
prepare plans to function,
however, we fully do not expect
the worst-case scenario to happen," Mason said.
He also said no other Ohio university has delayed the start of
its fall classes, despite the same
false rumor surfacing regarding
Miami (Ohio) University.
Mason said he was unsure as
to the origin of the rumor.
See Rumor, page 7.

Watering flora * futile',
flowers * baking' in heat
by Catherine Hoehn
assistant managing editor

At 6:30 a.m.. University
ground workers head in their
trucks, equipped with 50 -1,150
gallon tanks to water the flower
beds, but their efforts may be futile, according to one official.
Randy Gallier, grounds coordinator of plant operations and
maintenance, said most of the
flowers in campus gardens and
the maintenance greenhouse
have already wilted due to excess heat and lack of water.
"Everything's gone. We're
losing plants every day," he
said.
Gallier said even house plants
kept in the greenhouse, which
are sold to different departments or rented for University
functions, have been unable to

survive the record high temperatures.
"It's been so hot, we started
irrigating in May," he said.
"Those flowers are just baking
in there."
Because the University can no
longer use city water for its
flowers, shrubs and trees, Gallier said sulfur water is being
pumped from campus ponds and
underground irrigation lines
from Jerome Library and the
Student Recreation Center.
Ground workers then carry the
water by truck to the plants. Because of the water shortage, the
Eass is no longer wateredat all,
said.
Gallier said it may take one to
two years to estimate plant losses due to the drought.
"Well see what happens, see
if everything makes it through
the winter," he said.

One ground worker, Tajudeen
Agboola, said workers are
transplanting flowers to replace
the dead ones, beginning last
Monday.
"But there aren't many left to
transplant," he said.
Grounds keepers are using
mulch as an absorbent and drilling holes in the ground to allow
water to sink to the roots of
trees.
Joe Baker, greenhouseman
for the biology department, said
the plants in the biology greenhouse, which are indoor plants,
are doing "fairly well."
"It's not so much the drought
as the heat," he said. "We re
watering the plants individually
and using anti-desicate sprays
so the plants lose less
moisture.' Eric Johnson, a me□ See Flowers, page 7.

Program is 'success'
Minority workshop idea is a 'hit' with students
by Erin A. O'Connor
staff reporter

things like office or laboratory jobs," said Marcie
Wilson, Cleveland Heights.

The unusually hot weather makes work especialAlthough it will continue until mid-August, ly difficult. But the students say they are encourseveral participants are already calling the Schol- aged to take breaks and to drink water frequently.
arshp Program for Minority Students a success.
"I really don't mind ground crew because I love
Twenty-two college bound juniors have come to be outdoors," Wilson said.
from all over Ohio to take specialized classes, to
The library and the post office, which has been
earn money and to orient themselves to "life on
campuf" a year before making the transition to backed up with unsorted mail, were suggested as
alternate locations for "cooler work".
college.
Ester-Marie Bacon from Rogers High School,
After work, students have several hours of "free
Toledo, said it was the opportunity to earn money time" before ending their lessons in the afternoon.
The classes are designed to help students identify
for school that first attracted her to the program.
and work on problems in reading, writing and
"I have a twin brother who will also be attending mathematics. Some students said that they would
a university next year so the money will really have preferred the challenge of participating in
classes with college students.
help out," she said.
"The harder classes would help students meet
"I wanted to make money for school, but I also
wanted to do something constructive for my edu- the realistic demands of classes in the fall," Wilcation. This program allowed me to do both," son said.
Brian McCarter of Princeton High School in CinMost students are happy with the individualized
cinnati, said.
attention they are receiving in the program's
Ronnie Dasi of Lorain decided to spend her elasses.
Program Director Terri Holly said she is imsummer in Bowling Green improving her skills in
math while earning money for all those senior ex- pressed with the program's first year.
"For the first year everything has run smoothly
penses: graduation announcemnts, senior picwith only minor adjustments," Holly said.
tures, cap and gown.
Most of the students said they would recommend
Students work from 7:30 to 11:30 a.m. in the the program to underclass students at their reareas of food operations, carpet cleaning and spective high schools.
ground crew. Dunes range from pulling weeds and
"It's a great program which helps to orient and
picking up trash to serving food and scrubbing pots
initiate these students and I am already looking
"I thought we would be doing nice little tidy forward to next year,'' Holly said.

BG News, Michael Moore
Dead plants are accumulating as the drought continues across the Midwest. These plants, suffering from heat
and a lack of water, characterize many plants in the University community.

BG ROTC uses
low-key tactics
by Stacy Manges
staff reporter

Even though the enrollment
of pilots is down, the Air
Force ROTC program at the
University uses a 'low key'
approach for recruiting new
officers.
"We are a department of
the University, we treat it
like that. If a kid is interested,
it's our job to find them and
counsel them," said Lt.
Colonel John Bisher, chair of
aerospace studies.
Recruitment is done mostly
through students' high school
counselors. If they decide to
attend the University, they
are contacted here. The Air
Force also sets up a booth in
the Union for freshman preregistration. There they provide a ten-minute presentation for students.
"It isn't like you sometimes
think of recruitment. We
don't try to sucker them into a
job in the Air Force," Bisher
said.
Enrollment in the ROTC
program is 60 to 70 students
the first year.
"Anyone can participate
the first two years, then we
choose. We usually bring 20 to

25 students into the junior
class. Then they become contracted cadets and have an
obligation to serve four years
after they graduate," Bisher
said.
There are many benefits to
going through the ROTC program as opposed to graduating first ana then applying for
Officer Training School, Bisher said. There is no job
search following college because students already know
they will have a job after college.
Students are also paid $100
a week from their junior year
until they graduate. Another
benefit, according to Bisher,
is the fact that it is much easier to be accepted into
ROTC. Officer Training
School enrollment has almost
halted.
The number of people enrolling to be pilots has been
decreasing.
Bisher said, "It is not a
matter of interest. It is their
lack of qualifications. They
are eliminated because of
medical reasons."
See ROTC, page 5

INSIDE
G Local seniors get a picnic In
the sun; see story, page 4.

D "Little Shop of Horrors" Is the
second musical to hit the Bowling Green Summer Musical
stage; see preview, page 5.

a A former University varsity
and club hockey player beat
the odds and is creating a
professional career In the sport;
see story, page 7.

□ Mark Huntebrinker selects his
National League picks for the
pennant; see his column on
pageS.

WEATHER
Today will be mostly cloudy with
scattered showers and thunderstorms In the afternoon with high
temperatures In the 80s. ft will be
mostly cloudy tonight with a 40
percent chance of rain with the
evening lows In the middle 60*.
Tomorrow will be mostly sunny
with the highs In the 80s.

Editorial
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Insight needed
Summer courses at the University are available to students at several different length sessions but whether or not a five week session should
be offered in some of the more in-depth courses
should be reconsidered by the University administration.
Many of the five week courses are the same
classes that students have trouble keeping up with
during the 15 week sessions offered during the academic year. The more difficult of these classes involve research papers, reading numerous books,
quizzes and exams.
If this was all a student had to do with only a
single class it would not be that difficult. But what
many professors do not understand is that students
attending summer classes usually have steady jobs
and the majority are taking at least two if not three
classes.
This is where the problem arises. Professors expectations of a student during a five week course
are usually higher than the students capabilities.
Professors must keep in mind that their course is
not the only one that their students are trying to
keep up with.
What usually happens then is that students end up
simply short term memorizing material and not
getting a valuable education. This results because
students who have to take three classes during a
five week summer session are actually getting 45
weeks of normal classes crammed into a time span
that is simply too short.

Dem. glory days not great
"Camelot."
Not everyone's memory is
limited to TV fragments of
Kennedy striking heroic poses
and making ringing speeches.
Or of the national wake when he
was killed. Or of Lyndon Johnson mournfully picking up the
fallen torch.
There might be those who
look back to 1960 and remember
that there were only a handful
of American military advisers
in a distate place called Vietnam.
But under the Kennedy aa>
ministraUon, the figure grew to
almost 17,000 by the end of 1963.
And from the time Johnson succeeded Kennedy until he left office, 'our military presence
swelled to 536,000.
During those eight years,
about 31,000 troops were killed
in Vietnam. The nation's economy went berserk with inflation
and riots became a routine part
of urban life.
So maybe Dukakis and Bentsen might want to give a second
thought to rekindling memories
of those Democratic glory
years. It's not exactly unanimous that they were glorious.
True, they were years that
included major victories for the
cause of civil rights. But the
"Boston-Austin connection
doesn't deserve as much credit
as the ordinary civil rights
workers who confronted the
hard-core bigots and racist in-

By Mike
Royko

Michael Dukakis wants us to
look fondly back to 1960, when
another Massachusetts politician joined with a Texas politician to win the White House for
the Democarats.
The idea is that our hearts
will go pitty-pat and our eyes
will grow moist as we recall the
olden and golden days of John
F. Kennedy and Lyndon B.
Johnson.
And when we are swept up by
this wave of nostalgia, we'll
look at Dukakis and his Texan,
Lloyd Bentsen, and burst into a
chorus or two of' 'Camelot.''
This has become an instant
campaign theme for Dukakis
and Bentsen, with both of them
chirping about a new "BostonAustin axis.
But I'm not sure how smart
that is. There might be a few
voters out there who, when they
think back to the original "Boston-Austin" axis, might be
more inclined to burst into a
cold sweat than into a chorus of

Tags are injustice
By by Pat Whitman
Maybe I am musing something. But after looking at the
final days of the Jackson for
President campaign and the
continuing saga of the Tawna
Brawley case, a stark similarity
emerges.
Having entered the world as
an M-WASP (male-white AngloSaxon Protestant), my life does
not carry a minority tag. My
color and my sex are non-factors
most often when persons evaluate the views I take. But that is
not the case in the Brawley matter or the Jackson campaign.
And these two cases have been
made symbolic of racial and
sexual injustices that still occur
in varying degrees within our
culture. I can't say that I know
exactly how blacks or women
feel about how our society still
looks differently upon them.
Surely great strides have been
made in bringing fairness and
justice to America, much of the
obvious discrimination is gone.
But a lot of the stuff beneath the
surface is still out there.
The Brawley family, along
with their advisers, have refused to cooperate in any way
with the police and presecutors,
: instead demanding a special in! vestigation. By insisting the justice system is so biased in New
York state that a standard investigation would only mean
cover-up, the Brawley's guarantee that the facts will not
come out, that justice will not be
served. Those individuals who
are neither female nor black can
exactly identify with an alleged
black rape victim, but justice is
a universal concept all with an
open mind can relate to equally.
The Jackson campaign, as it
winds down, has gone from a
rainbow coalition involving people of all color to a black versus
white political struggle. Re-
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him: he wasn't Richard Nixon.
Other than that, his main public
accomplishments were being
rich and good-looking. As it turned out, being rich, goodlooking and not Richard Nixon
was enough to get him elected
president. That, plus his willingness to overcome his disdain
for Lyndon Johnson and Johnson's willingness to overlook his
loathing for Kennedy.
Had almost anyone else run
against Kennedy, I would have
voted for Anyone Else. But I
was one of many voters who
thought Nixon was a sneak.
Why not? Even President
Eisenhower didn't care much
for him, and I figured that Ike,
one of my heroes, was a good
judge of character.
Looking back, I realize that it
was a bleak choice. When he
later got his chance, Nixon
proved he was a sneak.
And in 1964,1 voted for Lyndon Johnson. That's because he
convinced me and the majority
of Americans that Barry Goldwater would get us into a big
war. Johnson, a shy one, didn't
tell us that he was planning a
big war of his own.
So Dukakis and Bentsen can
spare me any further reminders of the old "Boston-Austin"
connection. I've never been
able to get nostalgic about body
bags and tear gas.
Mike Royko is a columnist for
The Chicago Tribune.
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The Jackson campaign became a symbol of how far blacks
have come in terms of equal opportunity in America. How close
to the white House Jackson got,
would symbolize the level of
?regress for blacks. And the
awna brawley case has been
made to symbolize the level of
progress tor blacks. And the
equal justice blacks and women
can expect in a society still dominated by white males.
If these two situations had
been allowed to progress naturally, the end results would
have been a fair test of how far
we have come toward equality.
But demands for special treatment has tainted any conclusions we could make as all the
facts finally come in.

THE BG NEWS
Editor
•
Managing Editor
Aaat Managing Editor
Sporta Editor
Copy Editor
Copy Editor
Copy Editor
Production

stitutions.
If anything, the Kennedy administration had to be dragged
into the civil rights battle. The
Kennedys and their Best and
Brightest advisers would have
preferred that the marchers
didn't march and sit in. All
those sit-ins and hymn-singings
caused distasteful political
problems.
It wasn't until they realized
the conflict wasn't going away,
and they'd have bigger political
problems if they didn't get into
the act, that they hurriedly developed the now-legendary
Kennedy social conscience.
To his credit, Johnson's administration created massive
social reform programs, some
of which even worked. But he
made the mistake of thinking he
could finance these vote-getting
programs while also paying for
a disastrous war. Nobody can
balance those kinds of books.
So while you can get some
heart-plinking film footage out
of 1960 to 1968, those weren't
years that most of us would
want to relive. When the Best
and the Brights are mentioned
now, a lot of historians are asking: "Best at what and brighter
than who?"
True, I voted for John F.
Kennedy. However, I used only
one hand, since the other was
occupied with holding my nose.
As far as I could tell, Kennedy
had only one thing going for

who fronted ,

verand Jackson has shown that
a black politician, damn that
label, can draw wide support.
That, as it should be, a black
candidate does belong in a
national campaign, and yes,
even win.
But, because Jesse Jackson
has become a national black
spokesman, many of his followers apparently believe Jackson should have been treated
"better" than other defeated
Democratic candidates for
president. As though special
treatment would serve as an
apology to the black community
that their candidate did not win.

Being neither female nor
black, while I can empathize
with their causes, I cannot know
exacUy how these portions of the
population feel. My guess is that
minorities" do not ask for
equality, these persons rightfully expect it...But not every
minority issue requires special
treatment to correct past injustices, and unwarranted demands create unnecessary tensions that slows the gradual process of making America the nation it can yet be.
Whitman is a non-traditional
student at the University and a
regular columnist for The News.
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Procrastination is a fine art
Miscellaneous

By
Therese
Drake
Responsibility is the bane of a
college student's existence. It is
something we are suppose to develop throughout our career in
academia, yet we strive to ignore it as much as possible.
As students, we really have it
pretty good. We have an occassional test, the odd paper or two,
and twice a year we have to confront the dreaded final exams. If
we are among the more responsible students of the University,
we may even attend class on a
regular basis. That one is
beyond my comprehension,
however, so I can't describe that
breed to any great extent.

Avoidance is one means of getting around
responsibility. By not getting involved,
we never have to confront responsibility,
therefore, we never have to find a way to
ignore it.
In fact, I believe that,
throughout our educational process, we develop new ways to
ignore it.
Avoidance is one means of
getting around responsibility.
By not getting involved, we
never have to confront responsibility, therefore, we never have
to find a way to ignore it.
Dodging is another classic
way to keep from being responsible. People ask you to do something for them and instead of answering them with a straight yes
or no, we put them off with
maybe's until they give upon
getting a straight answer. This
means gets a little old because
you are constantly ducking behind corners and in and out of
bathrooms and closets when you
feel like you can't give them a

definitely maybe any more.
Procrastination is my personal method of avoidance. If you
don't feel like doing something,
you can iust think of more
Cisant alternatives to enteryourself with until there is
nothing left to do and you have to
sit down and behave. This is a
6rime example of procrastinaon. So far I've called a couple
of friends, ordered a pizza, went
for a walk and yes, actually
went to class.
Responsibility creates a
vicious circle. Teachers and advisors try to devise new ways to
force it down our throats and we
discover new ways to avoid it.
They create new policies like
mandatory attendance with
sign-in sheets and we pass our
social security numbers to the

friend who sits next to us in class
and have him or her mark us in
attendance.
Eventually, a fine art develops. I'm convinced that the
asset of this knowledge is one of
the biggest benefits of a college
education. We learn the subtle
skill of manipulating facts to our
favor, turning questionable
points to our advantage, taking
advantage of loopholes, no matter how miniscule they may be.
In short, we learn how to think
quickly.
This may seem to be a silly
skill to develop, but it really
comes quite in handy in the real
world. It helps us explain to that
irritated professor that we
couldn't make it to class on a
certain day because we had to
nurse our sick hamster. In the
working world it will prompt
quick responses to that unexpected question from a client.
OraJre, who is getting to be an
excellent procrastinator this
summer, is a senior magazine
Journalism major and a staff reporter forThe News.

Editorial
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By Philip Ikomi

I

Disposal of
toxic waste
is a concern

There are certain moral questions to be
answered by the governments of the
industrialized nations....

It Is a matter for concern that
industrialized nations are now
looking to the less developed
countries to serve as dumping tions to be answered by the
grounds for their unwanted toxic governments of the inwaste ranging from very dan- dustrialized nations. Should law
gerous chemicals to highly makers in these advanced counKioactive ash from nucleartries stand by and watch their
ctors. Recently, a case of il- fellow country folks transport
legal dumping of chemicals of a their nuclear wastes to countries
highly toxic nature in the port of that do not have the technology
Koko, Nigeria, by an Italian to handle the contaminants?
company representing ten Should the governments of the
European countries was report- industrialized nations where
ed in the June 25, 1988, issue of communities strongly oppose
the London Times. The military the dumping of such wastes bestrongman of the Republic of cause of their toxic nature allow
Benim in West Africa is report- the same wastes to be sent to
ed in the London-based Africa countries where the people are
Analysis, April 1, 1988, cited in known to be ignorant simply beAtica News, June 13, to have al- cause companies stand to gain
lowed radioactive wastes to be financially Are industrialized
dumped at Abomey where the nations not perhaps saying
people are opposed to his "what is not safe for our people
government, as a punitive is good for the people of undermeasure against the people. In- developed countries?"
cinerator ash from Philadelphia
Various humanitarian organiis said to have been dumped at zations in this country nave
kasa, an offshore island of raised and continue to raise anGuinea on the West African nually, millions of dollars in
coast and a Norwegian vessel is support of the hungry, the igreported to have Deen sent to norant and the sick, abroad.
collect it because the govern- Dumping toxic and radioactive
ment of Guinea protested. The wastes abroad in countries
list is endless.
where the leaders see trade in
There are certain moral ques- wastes as another way to make
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a few bucks will only compound
the suffering, illness and hunger
in years ahead. It is my estimation that the people of this country do not want to be the cause of
suffering abroad. Hence this
country should join other industrialized countries in making
laws that make it illegal to
transport nuclear and other
chemical wastes abroad. In this
respect, a bill being drafted by
Congress, Rep. John Conyers
(D) of Michingan intended to
ban all export of incinerator ash
and hazardous waste describes
the support of all well-meaning
Americans.
Certainly, the people of the
United States can rise to the
challenge of finding creative
and imaginative ways to dispose
of the wastes produced by their
superior technology. To transport radioactive wastes abroad
is to quit trying to find a solution
to a problem that won't go away.
The U.S. should not destroy with
one hand what she tries to build
with the other. I hereby urge you
to write to your Congress persons to support the Conyers Bill.

Editorial Editor
The BG News
»• West Hall
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Elderly residents treated with picnic
by Catherine Hoehn
assistant managing editor

For the manv residents of
Wood County Nursing Home
who often sit and idle by the
time, last Sunday was not a typical day.
About 400 residents, staff
members and guests attended
Family Picnic Day at the nursing home July 17, where food,
entertainment and balloons
were provided.
Harriet Dimick, activities coordinator, said family events
such as the picnic helps draw out
the residents who would otherwise sit in their rooms by themselves.

"It brings them together with
their families...it's interesting
and something for them to remember," she said.
Martin Jan, nursing home
administrator who came up with
the idea of a picnic, said he was
very pleased with the turnout.
"I would say it was a success," he said. "Everyone
seemed to be having a good
time."
Jan said the event was the
largest they have put on for residents in about three years. The
staff has recently worked to
build up the activities program.
"We ve expanded activities
quite dramatically in the past
months." he said. "We've really
reached out and re-involved
more residents and started

FUN FOOD
FUN TIMES
FOR FUN PEOPLE
353-0988
104 S. Main St., B.G.

Downstairs
45 Sandwiches, 60 Brands of Beer,
Homemade Soups, Fondue, Ribs,
Steaks and Desserts
Upstairs We Feature
Happy Hour Monday-Friday 4-9 p.m.
Munchie Buffet 4-7 p.m.
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT 6 Days a Week
Tues., Wed., Thurs. Bands begin at 6 p.m.
Mon., Fri., Sat. Bands begin at 9 p.m.

more new programs."
Harold Billnitzer, president of
the Residents' Council, said the
nursing home is completely
different from how many people
picture homes for senior citizens.
"The Wood County Nursing
Home continues to destroy
stereotypes and misconceptions
about how living in nursing
homes is."
Pat Bodie, an active resident
at the home, said she thought it
was good for the residents to
"act as host instead of people
always doing things tor
them...And I saw a lot of
smiles," she added.
For some, however, the event
was not a festive one.
Alfred Shamm, a two year resident, said he would prefer to
go back to his own home. His
daughter, who had to work that

day, was unable to attend the
event.
Picnic activities were diverse,
from "indulging in ice cream"
like resident Mildred Schall, or
just "sitting and waching the
G>ple" as did resident Ernest
ytart.
''There was something for everybody," Dimick said, 'including water balloon games for the
children."
Entertainment included a
video of the 100th birthday of the
Statue of Liberty, music by the
"Reflections," a local vocal
quartet group, a presentation by
pianist Sarah Latham, dancing
by the Red Devil Cloggers from
Toldedo, and a performance by
ventriloquist Kaihy Wilhelm.
The Bowling Green Fraternal
Order of Eagles #2180 and Board
of Wood County County Commissioners sponsored the event.
Twenty-four local merchants
and one from Toledo donated
door prizes.

Host an exchange student
Ohio...
to
Working Together «
Prevent;
AIDS
1-800 :j:J2-AII)S

SUMMER SALE
NOW IN PROG
SWEATERS
SWEATS
SLACKS
SKIRTS

Ohio Department of Health

_^

SHORTS
DRESSES
ACCESSORIES
... aid MUCH MORE

•

•
•

precise copy can be transmitted,
avoiding mistakes that can occur
verbally over the phone.
turnaround time on an order can be
reduced.

expensive over-night mailings can
be eliminated.
For Quick Communication
J'ii &■<*"»
CALL 419-352-5762
FAX 419-352-9572
OR STOP BY
111 S. Main, Bowling Green
quick print, inc.

BRING MOM & DAD \

TOLEDO, OHIO
Franklin Park Mall

Poruide

WE GOT THE FAX
Why use our FAX machine?
Because:
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Cathy Wilhelm shows two children her friend Grumpet' at a picnic held
for the families and senior citizens of the Wood County Nursing Home.

SEASONED Students
Compare Rent and Benefits

I
I
N

AND THIS COUPON
AND KIDS EAT FOR V% PRICE |
MENTION PRE-EEGISTRATION FOR DISCOUNT I

107 State Street

1

SPRING: Cool lawn to "layout" on
SUMMER: Hot deal - Low rent
FALL: Crisp trees create color
WINTER: Cold day - Short walk
Come see us,

COME BLOW YOUR HORN
In A University Bond
MARCHING BAND / CONCERT BAND / WIND ENSEMBLE
If you are interested in playing in any of the above bands, we invite
you to STOP BY THE BAND OFFICE (ROOM 1010, Musical Arts
Center) or telephone (372-2186) before completing your registration for Fall!
There is plenty of opportunity to continue your participation in
bands. You DO NOT hove to be a music major to play your instrument at BGSU11

MID-AM MANOR APARTMENTS
641 Third St., Manager - Apt. 4
352-4380

:

University Bookstore j
Student Services Building

(In The Student Services Building)
PARKING
AIR CONDITIONING

WELCOME FRESHMEN!

[

New and Used Textbooks 1
•SPECIAL ORDER BOOK SERVICE
•CHILDREN'S BOOKS
•BEST SELLERS
•PAPERBACKS
•STUDY AIDS
•MAGAZINES
•CALCULATORS

•BGSU CLOTHING
•ART & SCHOOL SUPPLIES
•FILM & DEVELOPING
•GREETING CARDS
•BGSU IMPRINT ITEMS
•HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS
•GIFTS

:

:

Master Card/Visa Accepted
Phone: 372-2851

Store Hours:
Pre-Registration Hours:

7:30-5:00 Mon.-Thurs.
7:30-11:30 Fri. CLOSED SAT.
7:30-5:00 Mon.-Thurs.
7:30-1:00 Fri.
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Summer musical is a 'horror'
offbeat humor when it opened
on Broadway in 1982. A remake
of the original film was
released in 1986.

"Little Shop of Horrors," the
second summer production
presented by Bowling Green
Summer Musical Theatre, will
open on July 28 for a three-day
run at the Moore Musical Arts
Center on the campus of Bowling Green State University.

Steve Young of Huntington,
N.Y., appears as the meek
Seymour Krelboum. Seen as
Roger in the 1987 Summer musical Theatre production of
"Grease," he also has appeared in "West Side Story,"
Once Upon a Mattress" and
"Anything Goes."

The Bowling Green Summer
Musical Theatre production
features a cast and orchestra
of area residents and college
students. Sponsored by Bowling Green's College of Musical
Arts, curtain time is at 8 p.m.
on July 28, 29 and 30 in Kobacker Hall at the center.
"Little Shop of Horrors,"
based on a low-budget film
from the 1960s, is a campy musical about a man-eating Venus' flytrap. With music by Alan
Menken and lyrics and book by
Howard Ashman, the show was
well received by critics for its

Lisa Brooke-Morgan of
Toledo will portray Audrey,
the salesgirl with whom Seymour is in love. An alumna of
the University, she currently
teaches in the Toledo Public
Schools. She has appeared in
the University production of
"Pippin" and in the Summer
Musical Theatre's production
of "Joseph and the Amazing

by Therese Drake
staff reporter

University
students
in opera

Ohio Light Opera, the professional musical company at the
College of Wooster, is celebrating its tenth season this summer. A fairly short roadtrip
from Bowling Green, the company provides a variety of light,
amusing operas for this summer's season. The season
schedule includes such season
favorites as "The Mikado,"
"Ruddigore," "The Gondoliers," ,!Fra Diavolo" and "Orphus in the Underworld."
Complete with musicians in
tuxedos, an eclectic audience
and the traditional rendition of
"God Save the Queen" performed at Gilbert and Sullivan musicals, the opera provides a cultural experience for many, including University students willing to make the Jaunt. It also
serves as a musical outlet for
several University students on

Technicolor Dreamcoat."
Steven A. Kovach Jr. of
Brunswick will portray the
flower shop owner, Mushnik. A
sophomore majoring in music
at the University, he has appeared in the Opera Theatre
production of "Don Giovanni"
and "The Marriage of Figaro."
He was also in the Black
Swamp Players' production of
•'Ruddigore'' last January.
Directing the production
once again will be Ray Miller,
who previously directed soldout performances of "Godspell, "Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat"
and last year's "Grease" for
the Summer Musical Theatre.
He is currently on the theater
faculty at Daytona Beach
Community College in Florida.
Blake Walter, a part-time instructor at the University, will
summer hiatus.
"The Mikado," an opera that
was first performed at the College of Wooster in 1935, features
two University-affiliated cast
members. Nanki-Poo, the son of
the Mikado who travels in disguise as a wandering minstrel,
is played by Eric Perkins, a
master's candidate at the University. He is featured in this
romantic lead role.
Kyle Marrero, who received
both his undergraduate and
graduate degrees from the University, plays Pish-Tush, a noble
lord in Mikado's court. The two,
along with a skilled supporting
cast, give a captivating performance of this musical which
blends the setting of an older
day Japan with a modern flair of
comedy.
Several other University students are performing throughout the season. Micah Graber
who has roles in "The Chocolate
Soldier," "Ruddigore" and
"Fra Diavolo." Katnerine Mar-

the program, either.

If students don't qualify for pilot
training, they can still go into
other areas of interest. Students
do not have to be business or
technology majors to go through

"I have had music majors and
a journalism major go through
the program. You can tie a military career to any major," Bisher said.

Tickets for the show are
priced at $5, $7 and $9 for
adults and $3, $5 and $7 for students and senior citizens. Tickets can be purchased between
11 a.m.-l p.m. and 4-6 p.m.
weekdays at the Moore Musical Arts Center's Kobacker
Box Office. Tickets may be reserved with MasterCard or
VISA by calling the box office
at (419) 372-8171.
rero plays Inez in "The Gondoliers, Ceres in "Orpheus in the
Underworld" ana Ruth in
"Ruddigore."
Her husband, Kyle Marrero is
featured as Guiseppe in the
"Gondoliers" and Giacomo in
"Fra Diavolo" as well as playing Pish-Tush in "The Mikado."
Besides his lead role of NankiPoo in the "The Mikado," Eric
Perkins also plays Marco in
"The Gondoliers," and an Engineer in "Orpheus in the Underworld."
Robert Spano, Director of Orchestral Activities and Musical
Director of the Bowling Green
Opera Theater at the University, also makes several appearances as guest conductor of
"Fra Diavolo."
Tickets for the opera are $15
for weekend and matinee performances and $14 for weekday
performances. They can be
ordered by calling (216) 263-2345
between 10:00 a.m. and 4:30
p.m. Monday through Friday.

Bowling Green Summer Musical Theater
presents

ROTC
a Continued from page 1.

be the musical director for the
show. He has been musical director for "Grease," "Godspell" and "Joseph and the
Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat" For Bowling Green's
Summer Musical Theatre.
James Brown, director of
choral music at Bowling Green
High School, is producer for
the show. Brown is in his eighth
season with the Summer Musical Theatre.
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Down the tubes

Bill Burnard, senior design major, has to watch his step as he tries to
cross Ridge Street last Thursday. The city water department broke a water
main causing hundreds of gallons of water to flow into the drain ducts.

ENJOY GOOD LIVING IN '88 WITH

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
835 High St. - Rental Office
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa
Phone 352-9378
9:00-4:30
Monday-Friday

Housing Openings for Fall
HAVEN HOUSE
PIEDMONT - 8TH & HIGH ST.
BIRCHWOOD PLACE 650 SIXTH ST.
SMALL BLDGS. - MANVILLE BETWEEN
6TH AND 7TH
707 SIXTH ST.
818 SEVENTH ST.

PMMM
2 bedroom M teihs
Furnished • * all to wall carpeimfl
hxira law closets - Impn ctosfi
Gas heai and cookmfi
LaunOn areas m each building
Paw area ftnfc available
SoundKondinonrd nvnor

ASK ABOUT OUR NEW APARTMENTS ON MERCER ROAD

Special Faaturas
Al residents «• De granted membership to the newly remodeled Health Sea: a laolify that
features the folowing
• Hydro Spa Whirlpool
• Indoor Heated Pool

• Sun Lamps
• Metos Sauna

• Shower Massage
• Complete Exercise Facilities
and Equipment
Other Rentals — Houses. Efficiencies: 1 bdrm. Furnished 1 Unfurnished

July 28, 29 and so
8:00 p.m. - Kobacker Hall, MMAC
Student Ticket prices S3, $5, $7
Use your MasterCard. Visa or University charge
lor ticket reservaiions. Call: 372-8171
Kobacker Box Ollice Hours: llam-lpm & 4-6pm weekdays
Cclcbrailntf our oih summer season ol Broadway in Bowllntl 1;«1 71'

Your Comic Connection is at... $

Young's Newsstand |

In coopcrauon wiih BGSL College ol Musk ol Ans & Depanmrni ol Thr.m-i

"Don't miss Hie next issue of four favorite
comic series!"
, 353-2176
Downtown J

"/ don't write
many checks
and I'm no
Rockefeller. . .
not vet anyway.
Dimension One
If/UKS me llic

couwnience oj
clu'cki/iii (//<//c
monihlx (n\i."

University
Graphic Arts Services
can

turn your terminal
into a
"typesetter"
• IBM PC or compatible users with Multimate
or Wordperfect software, or
• Macintosh Plus users with MacWrite or
Microsoft Word,

SPECIAL SAVINGS
with these

Coupon
Specials
11:00A.M.'til CLOSE
--COUPON
Good on

SOUfclMMn
2 Pieces of Chicken,
Mashed Potatoes & Gravy,
"HZiS?
No
Cole Slaw, Buttermilk Biscuit BetMiflm

for only $2.09 with this coupon.
Limit 1 package per coupon.

$

2.09

Customer pays all applicablo salos tax

COUPON--

Good on
OMIttnaMa
■Ma a. eat
saaimahj

2 Pieces of Chicken,
Mashed Potatoes & Gravy,
Cole Slaw, Buttermilk Biscuit
for only $2.09 with this coupon.
Umit 1 package per coupon.

*s
Dimension One—the economical
Diamond Dimension™ Checking
account that's perfect for students
and anyone else interested in a
good, basic checking plan.
Dimension One is especially suited
for people who write only a few
checks each month and maintain a
low monthly balance. And it costs
just $1 per month plus 20c
per check.
Discover an added dimension in
personal banking. Stop by our
office for details.

!

?3ffiffi^

*ffi£.

Automated Teller Machine
Located at 434 E. Wooster Street
(in front of Myles Dairy Queen)

2 Pieces of Chicken,
Mashed Potatoes & Gravy,
Cole Slaw, Buttermilk Biscuit
Customer pays all applicable sales tax

CC*m«fN *•■ D*i*«V«l SSL Co

£rt

expires
8/3/88
BGN

^Q

£, a ^J ^f

—Wo./ Featuring—
Fresh-Baked Buttermilk Biscuili Made From Scratch
Use Our Convenient Drive Thru"

»
Checking that takes personal style into account.

Good on
corntanjl'on
(*u»4d*rh
orders only
No
SoO»t«ulon«

COUPON

Full Service Office • 735 S. Main Street, Bowling Green • 352-2538

.*>•*

2.09

C0UP0N.

Personal banking at its best.
for further Information.

expirec
8/3/88
BGN

$

Customer pays all applicable sales tax

AND LOAN COMPANY

&

Good on
cont>n«ion
- -ioi'"
ordortoniy
No
SjOtMutons

2 Pieces of Chicken,
Mashed Potatoes & Gravy,
Cole Slaw, Buttermilk Biscuit

DIAMOND SAVINGS

Call 372-7418

2.09

-COUPON -

for only $2.09 with this coupon.
Umit 1 package per coupon

you can have files on your disks converted
into typeset quality work, simply and easily.

s,«,*«™

expires
8/3/88
BGN

$

Customer pays all applicable sales tax.

for only $2.09 with this coupon.
Umit 1 package per coupon.

expires
8/3/88
BGN

we Have

Kentucky Fried Chicken
102O N. Main, 352-2061

Hot SOUpS

Vse Oui Convenient Onvt Thru'

A vailable!

°"« """WSJ IfSiffVtl! ""'"'
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Welcome to Bowling Green
Shop

woodland moll

Daily
10-9
Sunday 1Z-5

Construction Reduction Sidewalk Sale
I COUPON^

July 20-24

OX COUPON
■raparod Fra.h Dolly with
Luca1* Fomoui Ganulna
Italian Old World Roclpo

I $100 off Footlongs or Regular Size Salads
353-0204
*>*««««»

♦SUBMV*

WOODLAND MALL

334.2372

EAT-IN

, WOODLAND
*.-r*r.A*mWHm
MALL

TAKEOUT

FREE 14 oz. Drink

50% OFF

Any Six* Whole Pizza j w/any ordor of 4 broadttlck. I(
Luca Pizxa
Luca Pixza

BGSU
STUDENTS:
We give you
$200

352-1072
FREE LESSONS with
any piano or organ purchase
r Complete Line of Sheet Music
- Guitars, amps & accessories
Tunings, Lessons, Instrument Repair
10% Discount to All Music Teachers

INSTANT
CREDIT
AND A 20% DISCOUNT!

A*®?**

'Jewelers
HERE'S ONE CREDIT YOU WON'T HAVE TO STUDY
FOR — A $200* INSTANT CREDIT being offered
exclusively to Bowling Green State University students by
Richard Potasky Jewelers.
And it couldn't be easier to get. Our gift to you is a 2070
Student Discount Card that you can use for savings on all
regularly priced merchandise.
Richard Potasky likes to give students extra credit.
Simply stop by our store located in the Woodland Mall
Shopping Center, 1234 Main Street in Bowling Green and
fill out a Richard Potasky charge account application. With
it you're entitled to $200.00 instant credit.
At Richard Potasky Jewelers you will find a complete
selection of the finest quality merchandise and the latest
jewelry styles, as well as knowledgeable and courteous
personnel who are always glad to serve you. By the way,
your discount card is also good at all our Richard Potasky
Jewelers in Dayton and Richmond, Indiana.

Student & Faculty Discount
on Thursday with I.D.
PLUS THESE SAVINGS
THOMPSON RAISINS
7971b.

DELUXE MIXED NUTS
$4.99/lb.
DBL. DIPPED CHOC. COVERED PEANUTS $1.99/lb.

"Tfctae benefit, are »ouri when you complete Richard Potaiky Jeweler, credit application. Inuant
credit approval ii uibiect to the condition. Haled In the credit agreement, credatnlity and tufficteni

"Buy A Pinch Or A Pound From
Around The World"

The JCPenney
STYLING SALON
EXCLUSIVELY
FOR
YOU!!
AT
WOODLAND MALL

At Elder-Beerman discover up-to-the-minute
styles from your favorite makers.

•
•
•
•

SATURDAYS
LIZ CLAIBORNE
PALMETTO'S
AND MANY MORE
chopping

l*nt Ildi'r-Bi'i'tm.in

cinema

354

0558

ARTHUR II PG
(ENDS 7/21)
DAILY 1:00 3:30
7.00 9:35
SHORT
CIRCUIT II PG
(ENDS 7/21)
DAILY 1:00 3:20
6:50 9:20
COMING TO
AMERICA
(ENDS 7/28)
DAILY 1:00 3:25
645 9:15
MIDNIGHT RUN
DAILY 1:10 335
7:05 9:45
DIE HARD R
DAILY 100 3:20
6 50 9:20
MOVIE SCHEDULE
WILL CHANGE
EVERY FRIDAY PLEASE CALL
AHEAD OF TIME FOR
U MOVIES & TIMES

Welcome New Freshmen

ELDER-BEERMAN
WELCOMES
BOWLING GREEN STATE
UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

OP
ESPRIT
LEVI'S
LEE

JOLLY RANCHERS
$1.89/lb.

4»

woodland mo*

CALL NOW
FOR YOUR
APPOINTMENT
354-0940
OR
354-1077 EXT. 205

You'll enjoy the Elder-Beerman Charge Advantage:
■SPECIAL SAVINGS EVENTS
FOR PREFERRED CHARGE CUSTOMERS
■NO ANNUAL FEE
.SHOPPING AND BUDGETING CONVENIENCE
■WE ALSO WELCOME VISA, MASTERCARD

HOURS: M-F 8:30-8:30
SAT 8:30-8:00
SUN 12:004:00
p«nn«Yi

«

CHARGE IT
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by Gary Brush
staff reporter

Former icer
makes it as
professional

Flowers

Rumor

O Continued from page 1.

D Continued from page 1.
"I'm not sure how the rumor got
started," he said. "It's possible
that people perceived (the University's) attempts to plan as an
indication of the worst-case
scenario developing and that's
just not the case at all. Our
planning is just a prudent act on
our part."

chanic for operations and plant
maintenance, who is also a farmer in Henry County, said the
recent rain will help the flowers,
but may not be enough to save
them.
"The good Lord be willing it
will help, but it's still drier than
the devil down there underneath
the ground," he said. "I sure
hope (the rain) will keep piling
right up."

For Bob Kennedy, a former
BGSU club hockey player, overcoming a career full of disappointments and rejections has
been a hard but rewarding experience.
Kennedy, 25, from Pittsburgh,
has climbed from the extreme
depths of BG's club hockey program to a non-dressing status on
BG's varsity; back to the club
program and eventually to one
step below the NHL as a defenseman for the American Hockey
League's Baltimore Skipjacks.
Although Kennedy surprised
almost everyone by making it to
the AHL, the manner in which
he progressed that far has
surely raised some eyebrows.
Kennedy's four-year stay at
Bowling Green was less than
spectacular. He came to BG in
1383 as a walk-on candidate for
the Falcon varsity and after two
consecutive years of being
released, his hockey outlook was
grim.
"I remember thinking that my
sophomore year was probably
my best and last chance to make
the team," Kennedy said. "It
was the year after they won the
national championship and they
lost a lot of players through
Sraduation as well as early
efections to the pros. I was really disappointed when they decided to go with the new recruits."
Kennedy came back for his
junior year ready for one more
try at the varsity and this time
surprised everyone by sticking
with the team.
"I was just as surprised as
anyone," Kennedy said. "They
cut a lot of good hockey players

He also said that the University has never delayed the start of
classes to the best of his knowledge.

"Sure enough I was
back home within a
week and still
nowhere to play."
-Bob Kennedy,
former icer
Kennedy spent his senior
season playing nearly 20 games
for a much improved club
hockey program as well as 20
games for a semi-pro team from
Dayton.
Kennedy ended his career at
the University much in the same
fashion it started but decided he
wanted to give hockey one more
shot after school.
Kennedy's first move included
driving to Peoria, Hi., where the
International Hockey League
was holding an open tryout for
all free agent prospects. A $350
fee and a week liter, he was
back home after receiving no
offers.
His second move came in the
way of a flight to Seattle after

hearing of a new minor league
forming in the Pacific Northwest.
Kennedy said he skated in a
weeklong training camp and
was subsequently drafted by the
Cowichan (British Columbia)
Buccaneers in the league's free
agent draft. He was told to come
back in a month for the team's
training camp.
"When I flew back to British
Columbia for camp, the first
thing I heard was the league
might fold due to mismanagement of funds by the financial
backers of the league," he said.
"Sure enough I was back home
within a week and still nowhere
to play."
Kennedy then hooked up with
a team in the semi-pro league he
played in the year before.
After playing eight games, he
received a call from Rich Schiffer, an old high school pal who
now lives in Baltimore.
"Rich called and said he knew
the treasurer of the Baltimore
Skipjacks, a team in the American Hockey League," Kennedy
said. "He said since the team
was already 0-18 and not affliated with a parent NHL team
he might be able to get me a
tryout. About a week later, he
called back and told me to come
on out and they would take look
at me."
Kennedy arrived in Baltimore
on a Wednesday in midNovember. He said the team
had just returned from a long
road trip and was preparing for
a weekend homestand.
Kennedy said he skated Monday through Thursday the next
week and then got the surprise
of his life when Ubriaco signed
him to a 25 game contract.
Kennedy suited up for his first
game in a 10-8 loss to the Her-

shey Bears in Hershey, Penn.
Despite the 10 goals against,
Kennedy said he took a regular
shift and was only on the ice for
one goal against.
"I thought I played pretty
well," Kennedy said. "But I
didn't get to dress for the next
two games and really didn't
know what to think about my future."
Although the Skipjack situation appeared to be heading in
the same direction as the rest of
his seasons had, this time he got
what he never had before — a
chance to prove himself.
Kennedy made the most of his
chance by starting the final 58
games of the season, totaling 1
goal, 10 assists, 52 penalty
minutes and earning a reputation as a steady defensive defenseman.
"Sometimes you have to realize your potential," Kennedy
said. "I wasn't concerned with
scoring goals, only playing well
in the defensive zone."
Kennedy's next season is currently up in the air. The Skipjacks are now affliated with the
NHL's Washington Capitals and
Kennedy's former coach,
Ubriaco, was recently named
head coach of the NHL's Pittsburgh Penguins.
Kennedy said he has contacted an agent, Steve Bartlett out of
Rochester N.Y., and hopes to get
a tryout with either the Penguins or the Capitals.
Taylor Olds-Cadillac has

a used car built just
for you!
1987 OtDSMOMLE CALAIS
4 dr . OT. auto stereo

IOUYC

smart enough
10 calculate

the size of a
Hydrogen
atom.

And you're
still smoking?
OFFICE HOURS:
8:00 A.M.-5:30 P.M
Monday-Friday

118 N. Main St.
Bowling Green
(419) 352-8424

that year." Although Kennedy
had made it to the bis team, his
role as a Falcon was limited to a
seventh and eighth defenseman
— a non-dressing player.
"The only game I suited up for
the whole year was an exhibition
game against a touring Czechoslovakian National team," Kennedy said. "Then at the end of
the season Coach York told me I
would be coming back as the
ninth defenseman and in a tough
spot to win a job."
Kennedy's senior year tryout
resulted in the same way his
first two years ended, but this
time rejection was much
tougher to swallow.

RESUMES
For a resume that can do the job,
depend on Kinko's Laser Typesetting.

the copy center

WOO

19M FORD AEROSTAR
7 possenger van
IMS POMTIAC GRAND-AM II
5 dr., V-6. velour
1983 OlDS '98 REGENCY
4 dr.. we'l-equipped
19SS FORD TEMPO Ol
2 dr . oir. outo. stereo
1984 iUICK CENTURY
•I dr . mo'OOP

kinko's

1983 OiDS TOtONADO
2 d' , maroon
1983 BUICK LESABRE
EstO'e Wgr 6 passenger
1983 PLYMOUTH TURISMO
2 dr., hatchback, outo, sunroof
1982 MERCEDES BINZ 380SL

Bowling Gram, Ohio 43402

354-3977

TA£QR

"Your connection to the world!"

"YOUR CHOICE"
BUSINESS - NEWS - WEATHER - SPORTS MUSIC - MOVIES - ENTERTAINMENT...

SUMMER ACTIVITIES

AND 5 UNIVERSITY CHANNELS
DEDICATED TO UNIVERSITY PROGRAMMING

WELCOME NEW STUDENTS!
ANN ARBOR ART FAIR
Don't miss out' Sign-up
today and tomorrow

Cable is available in all dormitory rooms A touch of "home" in your room
All for $12.50 per month

Friday, July 22
S5
Vans leave at
9:00a.m. and 1200 noon

FREE WHOPPER® SANDWICH

Come to the UAO office today1

WITH PURCHASE OF A WHOPPER, FRY AND DRINK.
MOVIES

LIMIT ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER PER CAR PER VISIT.
OFFER EXPIRES 8-31-88 EOM, 1988
OFFER VALID AT: 1272 N. MAIN, 1570 E. WOOSTER
BOWLING GREEN. BG NEWS.

1272 N. MAIN

BURGER

KING

Tonight!
"Blade Runner''
Gish Theater, Hannah Hall
July 27
"American Werewolf
m London"
Location to be announcea
1S70 E. WOOSTER

WE DO IT LIKE YOU'D DO IT

August 3
"Blues Brothers"
Location to be announcea
FREE ADMISSION"
8 00PM
•••••••••••••••••••

TM

3rd floor, Union
372-2343

7

SWEET WEDNESDAY
Today!
Stop by the Off Campus
Student Center fa a
free popsicle!
11:30 a.m.
Come Early1
MONDAY MUSICIANS
July 25
Woodwind Qu.n'e'
August 1
The Sex Beatles
11:30a.m. -UnionOval

SPECIAL EVENTS
Thursday, July 21
T-Shirt Tie-Dye
Bring your own shirt
or buy one on-site
for S4 We'll supply
the dye1
11 30a.m. -2pm
Union Oval
Tuesday, July 26
Jimity Clown
join us for mid-day
amusement'
11:30 a m. - Union Oval

•
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"Hunt's"' Hunches

Senior Circuit examined

National

Huntebrinker predicts Mets and Giants to win

East

by Mark Huntebrinker
sports reporter

West

New York

San Francisco

Pittsburgh
Montreal

Los Angeles
Cincinnati
Houston

St.Louis
Chicago
San Diego
Philadelphia Atlanta

ATTENTION
IN-COMING FRESHMEN
We are the place for all your
needs when away from home ....
•
•
•
•
•
•

The bell has rune and the second-half of the Major League
Baseball season is off and running hitting, and fielding.
All of the hoopla which surrounded last week's mid-season
All-Star Game in Cincinnati is
over and the best players baseball has to offer are once again
doing anything and everything
in their power to lead their respective clubs to what is known
as "The Fall Classic" -The
World Series.
While the game's finest assembled last week, this "fearless forecaster" sat down and
thought long and hard and predicted who would come out on
top in the American League.
Well, if you National League
fans felt left out, here's your
chance to agree, disagree, or get
a chuckle out of this writer's
choices of whose to rise and dive
in the N.L. during the secondhalf.
The league which is known as
the Senior Circuit to baseball
fans is sure to have a couple of
good pennant races, with some
new and old faces on hand.
The N.L. East is a story of
surprises. The Pittsburgh Pirates are running with the
powerful New York Mets stride
tor stride. The Mets seem to
break open a five to six game
lead, but before the Mets can
say "Darryl", the Pirates have
it right back to two or three. The
St. Louis Cardinals are proving
their, "We'll contend every
other year," theory.
The Cardinals and Mets have
been mainstays among the division leaders in the N.L. East for
four seasons, but the Mets look
to be the only contender among
the two in 1968. Darryl Strawberry seems to improve every
time vou see him, and not surprisingly, so do his statistics.
Howard Johnson, Kevin
McReynolds.currently disabled
Keith Hernandez, and Gary Carter provide the Mets with a
sound offense and a more than
adequate defense. Seconbase-

men Tim Teufel and Wally
Backman platoon to give them a
solid combination at that spot,
as do centerfielders Mookie Wilson and Len Dykstra. The pitching staff is where the Mets excel.
Davey Johnson recently called
his '88 staff the best he's had in
New York. The Mets will do
nothing but improve when Hernandez comes off the disabled
list. Manager Davey Johnson is
captaining a ship that possesses
a lot of different personalities
which seems about ready to explode at anytime. But when it
counts, the Mets are there and
find a way of their own to come
out on top.
The upstart Pirates are a picture-perfect example of outstanding management. General
Manager Syd Thrift dumped
veterans Johnny Ray, Jim
Morrison, Rick Reuschel and
Tony Pena for youth. This youth
movement includes such names
as All-Star thirdbaseman Bobby
Bonilla, pitcher Mike Dunne,
catcher Mike LaValliere, closer
Jeff Robinson, and cent erf ielder
Barry Bonds. Another positive
side of management is skipper
Jim Lelyand. Leyland, a native
of Perrysburg, OH., is fast becoming one of the more respected managers in all of baseball.
His quiet, but authoratative,
manner is perfect for this young
team. With the youngest, and
one of the lowest priced rosters
in baseball, some feel this team
could still win the East.
The Montreal Expos turn out
one of the more generic teams
year in the league year in and
year out, but they quietly go
about things in their own way
and always seem to have themselves in a position to win the
division in the ladder part of the
season. Tim Wallach, Hubie
Brooks, and Andres Galarraga
silently provide the Expos with a
solid offense. The loss of pitcher
Floyd Youmans, who recently
failed a drug test, hurts an
already thin staff. But the
Expos, lead by one of the more
underrated managers in the
league in Buck Rodgers, are
known for their strong secondhalf's and could cut their 8.5

Rx's
School Supplies
Memo Boards
Cosmetics
Cough/Cold
Gifts & a large Hallmark
card selection

PILLS N PACKAGES
500 E. Wooster
w Chect us out!

By the Tracks
353-1693

TWO BOWLING GREEN
LOCATIONS
1540 E. WOOSTER ST.
892 S. MAIN ST.

America loves
its Big Boy®

$04 Qnecd 4W/
$1.00 OFF ANY Sandwich, Fries & Coke®
: Limit one per customer per visit. Not valid with other
; offers. Dine in only.
GOOD THROUGH JULY 31, 1988
AT THESE LOCATIONS ONLY:
j»
1540 E. WOOSTER ST.
892 S MAIN ST
II £k
H§2.
tfJ"^ Family Restaurants of Northwest Ohio

|

$1.00 OFF ANY Sandwich, Fries & Coke*

Limit one per customer per visit. Not valid with other
offers. Dine in only.
.
GOOD THROUGH JULY 31, 1988
AT THESE LOCATIONS ONLY:
1540 E. WOOSTER ST.
£•«£
892 S. MAIN ST.
I 0J™v Family Restaurants of Northwest Ohio

The Best In Main-Stream Rock
Live Entertainment 7 Nights A Week
Now Appearing
'Michael White & The White"
Tribute to Led Zepplin
Wadrtesdoy
College I.D. Night
Free admission with
valid l.d.
Thursday
Ladies' Night
No cover for
Ladies

Sunday

Quarter Beer Night

"Video Ventures"
Video gomes free
No cover A

Byrnegale Plazi
1SS S. Byrne (near Hill). Toledo 531-1311

game deficit in half very
quickly.
The Cardinals are having one
of those years. They can't seem
to put everything together at
once. Pitchers John Tudor and
Joe Magrane have been injured
for significant periods of time
throughout the year and the first
sign of desperation out of Cardinal management might of
been the recent acquisition of
veteran reliever Dan Quisenberry. The offense has been sufficient, especially since the ac?uisition of Tom Brunansky
rom the Twins. Willie McGee,
Ozzie Smith, and Vince Coleman
have been doing their thing, but
the pitching has the Cardinals in
a hole so deep that even manager Whitey Herzog can't dig
them out of.
The Chicago Cubs have the
best young team in the division.
All-Star pitcher Greg Maddux
leads the league in wins at the
age of 22. Throw in promising
youths in Rafael Palmerio,
Shawon Dunston, and Mark
Grace, and veterans Rick Sutcliffe, and Ryne Sanberg, and it
might be just a matter of time
until manager Don Zimmer's
Cubbies are a contender every
year.
The Philadelphia Phillies are
one of the biggest disappointments of the year. With
stars Lance Parrish, Von Hayes,
Phil Bradley, and premier
closer Steve Bedrosian, many
are bewildered how the Phillies
can be cellar- dwellars. One
could point the finger at manager Lee Elia, but he must be
doing something right, the Philly front office Just recently extended his contract through
1989.
In the 1970's, the Western division of the N.L. had two dominant teams, Los Angeles and Cincinnati. Things have changed in
the 80's and this season might be
the most balanced the division
has been in a long, long time.
Last year's champions, the
San Francisco Giants, are currently eight games back of the
Dodgers in the standings, but
they look poised and ready to
make a move. Optimistic manager Roger Craig. who would
not be optimistic after coaching
under Sparky Anderson for
years, has a powerful offense in

Will Clark, Robby Thompson,
Kevin Mitchell, Mike Aldrete,
and Candy Maldonado. These
players portray the optimism of
Craig and are backed by a pitching staff that will be the tell tale.
Mike Krukow needs to regain
last year's form in the secondhalf, veteran Rick Reuschel
needs to hold up down the
stretch and Scott Garrelts has to
come on strong, but the Giants
were there last year and seem to
possess that little extra for the
stretch run.
The Dodgers historically have
relied on their farm system to
provide them with rich talent.
Well, this year they have some
rich talent with big pocketbooks,
but it is not from their farm
system. In the off season they
went on a trading and free-agent
frenzy. They acquired Alfredo
Griffin Jay Howell, Mike Davis,
and Jesse Orosco in trades.
They signed free-agent Kirk
Gibson and the only significant
player they lost in the whole deal
was pitcher Bob Welch. Rookie
Tim Belcher and Bowling Green
Eroduct Orel Hershiser have
eld the starting pitching staff
tight. The only aspect that holds
the Dodgers down is the relief
corps. Howell is hurt and Orosco
can't find his form he displayed
with the Mets in'86.
The Cincinnati Reds' motto
for 1988 is "Reaching For The
Top". Well, after three straight
second-place finishes, the Reds
are going the wrong way this
season. Dissension has reigned
as manager Pete Rose can" instill the same enthusiam in his
players that he displayed as a
Slayer. The city of Cincinnati is
ed up with Eric Davis' attitude
about the game and the alledged
drug rumors. The pitching staff
is finally solid with the additions
of Jose Rijo and Danny Jackson,
but the offense is less potent
than it has been in the last three
years and team unity is absent.
The Houston Astros are much
like the Expos. They won't impress anyone, but they're solid.
Bob Knepper, Nolan Ryan, and
Mike Scott are three quality
starters, but middle relief is the
downfall. Nobody can shut the
door before ace closer Dave
Smith can get a chance. Lack of
D See Picks, page 9.
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Pittsburgh on a roll
Pirates are taking no prisoners as of late
Pirates, who have remained
legitimate contenders a lot
longer than many baseball experts thought they would.

even when he's gambled with
the odds. He rested four regulars Sunday against the Giants,
including his two hottest hitters,
Barry Bonds and Andy Van
"There's probably 10 teams in Slyke, yet came up a 5-4 winner
the National League who take us when Bonds hit a two-run, pinchseriously," said catcher Mike hit home run in the eighth inLaValliere. "It doesn't make ning.
any difference. We take ourThe Pirates have continued to
selves seriously and that's all get consistent pitching from
that matters."
buddies Bob Walk and John
Right fielder Darnell Coles Smiley, who have combined for
said the Mets "are going to keep 19 wins after beginning the
saying what they're going to season as the No. 4 and 5 starsay. I hope they keep worrying ters. Mike Dunne and Doug
about everybody else but us. Drabek, who began the season
Everybody thinks we're a fluke, 1-2 In the rotation, have also
just lucky. We're content to stay started to win regularly.
in the shadows, but the beginThe Pirates also have been
ning of October will speak for it- winning big at the box office.
self."
They went over one million in atThe Pirates haven't lost since tendance Sunday, the earliest
the Fourth of July, when they calendar date in their 101 year
lost in San Diego to briefly fall history that they've surpassed
into third place, 7V4 games be- the million mark.
hind the Mets.
Are these the same Pirates
who lost 104 games in 1985 while
The Pirates have been so hot drawing only 735,900 spectators?
that they were the banner head- Who almost had to abandon
line across the top of Monday's Pittsburgh because of dwindling
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette sports attendance and a major drug
The Pirates' winning streak is page. The opening of Steelers' scandal?
No way, Leyland said.
their longest since June 1983 and training camp, normally some"We've got a lot of hungry
has kept them within Vh games thing akin to a religious holiday
of NL East-leading New York. locally, got a one-column head- ballplayers, and a manager
likes to see that," he said. "We'The Mets keep winning —they line at the bottom of the page.
Pirates Manager Jim Leyland re hungry, and that is what this
took three of tour in Atlanta —
but still can't pull away from the has come up a winner lately team is all about."
PITTSBURGH (AP) — The
Bucs haven't stopped here. Or in
Los Angeles, or San Diego or
San Francisco.
In fact, the rallying cry
around the National League
these days isn't just can the
Mets and Dodgers be caught,
but who's going to stop the
Bucs?
The Pittsburgh Pirates — who
lost 98 games just two years ago
— have been as hot as the
weather lately, winning an NL
season-high nine in a row. The
only hotter streak hereabouts
has been a record-setting streak
of 13 consecutive 90-degree
days.
"That team is hot. That team
is h-o-t," San Francisco Manager Roger Craig said after the
Pirates swept a four-game
weekend series from the Giants,
who had won five in a row before
the Ail-Star break.
"Everything they do is right,
and it's tough to beat a club like
that. They're hitting in the
clutch and getting good pitching."

Picks
r J Continued from page 8.
production from Denny Walling
and Alan Ashby has left the
offense at a standstill. The Astros are a very good fourth-place
team, but like the Reds, they
don't have enough to reach te
top.
The San Diego Padres play the
best mediocre baseball in the
league. Nobody gives this team
an ounce of credit, but they are
currently only eight games
under .500. Tony Gwynn, Benito
Santiago and Garry Templeton
are the only real "big" names on
the roster, but yet still are just a
couple of players away from
getting over the hump.

Well, there it is. My rundown
of baseball's second-half. I do
not think they are going stop the
season now and begin the
playoffs based on these picks,
but I guess that's why they sell
tickets to the games. My World
Series pick — the Mets take the
A's in six games.

NFL trying to crack down
on steriod usage by players
NEW YORK (AP) - For the
first time, NFL players who test
positive for steroids this season
will face disciplinary action, including possible suspensions,
the NFL confirmed Tuesday.
In a 15-page directive sent to
all 26 teams, Commissioner Pete
Rozelle said that any player who
tests positive for steroids for the
second time will be subject to
discipline by the league. While
warnings against steroids were
included in last year's directive,
this is the first time league discipline has been mentioned.
Other drugs already on the list
include cocaine, marijuana and
amphetamines.
"Each instance this year of a
second positive test will be handled on a case by case basis.
Inovlved players will be subject
to appropriate discipline by the
commissioner," the memo says.

Steroids artificially enhance
muscle growth and have been
used by some athletes who want
to be bigger and stronger.

Under the NFL's drug-testing
program, players are tested
when they report to training
camp and again if there is "reasonable cause."

The memo said steroids deserve "special mention" because there has been "widespread misuse ... throughout
much of the sports world, including football.

Last year, the NFL included
steroids in the test for the first
time, but the league did not consider disciplinary action against
players who tested positive for

Rozelle said studies have indicated that steroids are harmful
to a person's physical and mental health ana "there is a growing concern that players using
steroids can cause serious onfield injuries."
"The NFL Physicians Society
declares there are no legitimate
medical purposes to prescribe
steroids for NFL players," the
newspaper quoted the memo as
saying.

Asked if suspensions might be
included, NFL spokesman Joe
Browne said:

This year, "the league no
longer merely condemns the use
of the substance. It is prohibited
in any quantity for any purposes," the memo said.
It said any player who tests
positive for steroids and shows
medical complications may be
considered unfit to participate in
football and may be placed on
the non-football illness list until
the complications are treated
and resolved.

HOWARD'S^ *

"I can't rule that out.
Earlier, the Atlanta Constitution, in a copyright story, said it
obtained a copy of a 15-page
directive.

No Cover

210 N. Main

STUDENT TRAINING WRITE OR CALL COLLECT FOR FREE BROCHURE
GROUP RATES AVAILABLE

SKYDIVING
ClavaJand Sport
Parachuting School

216-548-4511

Friday June 22
Saturday June 23

15199 Grow Rd
Qarraltivlllo, Ohio 44231

VVAArt/VWWVVWWVWVVSMArt/VVWVW^VVWVVY'WYW
i5^>3fit <£-#**

BAND UPDATES ON BG 5!
HOWARD'S IS A DESIGNATED DRIVER PARTICIPANT

A&Uf

<taifi| mart

The Atlanta Braves don't have
a lot of "big" name players on
the roster either, and they don't
deserve any praise either. Dale
Murphy and Gerald Perry are
the only consistent offensive
threats, and Murphy is having a
considerably baa year for himself. Zane Smith is a bright spot
on the pitching staff, but rumor
has it they are trying to deal him
for more youth.

PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU JULY 30, 1988
DAIRY MART • FARM FRESH
^^
DEXTER'S BOWLING GREEN
510 EAST WOOSTER
352-4497
352-9814

FREE DELIVERY

tMcc ueuveriT AVAILABLE
STORE HOURS:
Sun.-Thur*. 10 AM- 1 AM
Fri. ~S»t
10 AM-3 AM
DELIVERY 11—2,4—CLQ8E

2% or 1% tMZQ

iMirlii
DAIRY MART

$

1.00 OFF

PARTY TIME

.l>VliH-.S

ICECREAM

Any of our fresh and delicious subs.
UAT *±w> O^af^l aT%
riV/l Ol UULU

Limit two per customer.
Not valid with any other
coupons. Good at participating
locations.

JUST A FEW SMILES FROM HOME

HALF
GALLON

ALL FLAVORS
ASSORTED FLAVORS

DAIRY MART

FRUIT DRINKS

HALF
GALLON

LAWSONS • CUSTOM SLICED

SANDRIDCE GOURMET

THE ORIGINAL CHIP CHOP, HORMEL

IPREMIUM BOLOGNA

COLESLAW

CHOPPED HAM

$ 59

1

.££532- LBS.

LB.

• SWISSON RYE -HOT PEPPER -CHEESE N ONION

Vob£*
RESTAURANT

HOFFMAN SUPER SHARP
DAIRY MART.

DUTCH LOAF Of

•••<=•

SALAMI

KLONDIKE PLAIN Or KRUNCHY

Welcome New Freshmen
Sun. - Thurs. 6 a.m.-10 p.m.
Fri. - Sat. open 24 hrs

1726 E Wooster Street
For carry out call 352-2193

LB.

__.

LB.
SCHWEBEL

$259
$*|99

16-OZ.
& 99* □ TAUAN0 BREAD
LOAF
FRITOLAY
PRICE GOOD THRU
__ ,
FRITO
LAY
THf 7/2J ,
ASSORTED FLAVORS . . 10 OZ
!
] VERY FINE DRINKS arts 99* □ RUFHES POTATO OffS 7S-8-OZ
BAG

1 ICE CREAM BAR

ALL FLAVORS

■„,«. *M

□ FAYC0 BEVERAGE 438*1

Classifieds
CAMPUS t CITY EVENTS

AU

STUOENTS

STUDENT

WITH

LOANS.

NATIONAL

PERKINS

DIRECT

LOANS.

OR

lO

ATTENTION ALL QRADUATING SENIORS
Information concerning the August Graduation
Ceremoniaa naa been sent to your local ofcampus adrjreee Candttetes must complate
tna Indax Card ana relurn it to ma Ofttca of ReBlatrallon and Records by August 1. 1888.
whether or not you are planning to attend the
ceremonies

NURSING STUDENT LOANS WHO ARE QRA
OUATWO OR LEAVING B.Q S 0. AT THE END
OF SUMMER SEMESTER
<;ALL

THE

STUOENT

1988.

LOAN

SHOULD

OFFICE

AT

372-8112 TO MAKE AN APPOINTMENT FOR
AN EXIT INTERVIEW

The OhK> Peace Marchers for
Global Nuclear Disarmament
are resting lor s day in Bowing Green as they
waft around the state" Come and visit with the
marchers at a cotleehouse TODAY in the Union
Oval at 8 00 Also join them tor soup and salad
at UCF afterward"

SERVICES OFFERED
Abortion, morning after treatment
Proud to be pro-choice
Center lor Choice II. Toledo.© 288-7789
Melh or English Tutoring
Private sessions at reasonable rates
CaiJanel 353 4413
TYPING SERVICES lor el types of papers "
Including meeertaeona using
Xeron Memorywrtter
352-3987from8am -9p.m.

.PERSONALS
§

IT'S NEW! IT'S SPICY! IT'S A GREAT LIGHT TASTEI

\

Ragin' CAJUN Pizza!;
ONLY AT PISANEUO'S. YOU CAN ENJOY THE "CAJUN" EXPERIENCE! J
S—..
Featuring • Shrimp
• Cajun Sauce
• Green Peppers • Onions
• King Krab
• Cheese
l-TZixr OPEN MI00 P.M.
(No substitutions, please)
Ft— Pizza Orfsr Does Not Apply

I

203 N. IDoln

Fast, Free Delivery

Ph. 352-5166

Fe rmte wanted to share 2 bdrm apt 5 rrUn
from campus Very affordable; tree heat 4
water Needed for 88 88 sch yr Non-smoker
please Cal Mercy al 372-7116. 8am-8pm
Female needed to sublease
Own room - Close to campus

362-5656

A to Z Data Center
Helping you meet al your typing needs
148 S Man! 352-5042

Free room & board in exchange lor babysitting
I cooking Need car Home located in BG
Phone 3521832

MARY KAY Cosmetics « ottering compementary make-overs during the month ol Juty' Cal
Debt Butzen • certified skin care consultant at
352 6875 to schedule yours

(next to Varsity L*nee)

Mon.-Thurs.
6:30am-9pm
Frl. 6:30am-10pm

Grad atu needs room for Fal Has dog A cat.
Lv mess 419-285-3625 PeleCoogan
One female roommate needed (or 1986-89
school year 2 bdrm large apt. in nice house.
Cose to campus Caleves . 352-6730
One female roommate needed lor 1986-89
school year Ctoee to campus Please eel Lori
at 353-8515
One or two persons to sublease a one bedroom
apt on Third St lor Spring Semester 1989
Cal 353 4815 anytime.

FEATURING...
•Extensive Salad Buffet and Desert Table
—Included with all dinners (over 60 items)
•Home Cooking-all prepared in our Kitchen
•Full line of Breakfast Specialities
•Kids Menu available and Buckeye Cards
honored
•18 Dinner Entrees at Affordable Prices

Can you buy Jeeps. Cars. 4 X 49 Seized In
drug rarda lor under SI00.007 Call lor facts today 602-837-3401 Ext 299
Eleclrlc Typewriter. Like New
Top of Una model Smith Coronomatic Correcting cartrtdge-$100 CallDr Didham 372-8181

3 bedroom house on Third SI. new pein! ft
carpet 12 month lease 353-1682

FOR RENT

Apts for grad and non-students 1 A 2 or turn
or unfum. Rent mc. heat 4 cooking. 12 month
lease Wei maintained, one baV. from campus.
University Village and University Courts
3620164.

Jay-Mar Apartments
803-815 8th Street
Summer a Fall Rentals
Starting at $355 00 a month
Furn unfum laundry A A C.
354-6038 893-1061

Fijrntshed efficiency, al uttittea paid Includes
color cable TV and HBO Ideal tor graduate stu
dents Semesterlaaaaa CaH354-3l82
Qaotgasown Manor Apts-800 Third St.
United openings for 2 bdrm turn apts for Fal

Call 352 4966

Wanted; Femefe roommate lor Fal and Spring
Semesters Nice apartment Cal Donna (9041
684-3640

Perrysburg Inn, 26054 St Bt 25 (at I 475)
Special student rate-$l8. Phones, special
monthly, weekly A exam rates. In-room movies,HBO Wsterbeds-874-9363.

Apartment rentals available
for fall and spring
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
officeat3i9E Woosler

Cal 354-2260

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
Large 2 br turn apts for 4 students in student
building Semester rent Inc heat A cooking
One bat from campus at Mercer A Clougn Nice
apts., we* managed 352-0164.

Quiet Atmosphere. 1 & 2 Sem. Leases '34000 mo.
Furnished. All Utilities Paid, Including Color T.V.,
Cable & Free HBO. PHONE: 354-3182 OR 352-1520.
THE ULTIMATE IN COLLEGE LIVING

DAILY SPECIALS

AM-FM stareo. lurntnble. dual caesatte
Call Jail 352-9576

Free standing lort lor sale $75 00
353-8210

Need male and female students to W apartments and houses for school year 1988-89
Phone 362-7365

• IDEAL FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS •

BIRTH
CONTROL

Sales Marketing Representative
Excellent opportunity to promote.
sell & represent Kmko's services
lo the Bowing Green campus community
Must be lamatar with Bowing Green
State University Salary - ccmmlaaion training program • career advancement &
flexible houra Contact in person Mark
Opperman. KinkoB Copiee. 113 Railroad SI

Went to buy a MAC PLUS or SE SOON'
Please cal 353-1406

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS

Sat. 7am-10pm
Sun. 8am-9pm

HELP WANTED

UNLIMITED EARNING POTENTIAL' The sthlelic department is looking lor salespersons to
help promote the upcoming loomed season and
sel tickets Wages are determined by you'
Start immediately and sel your own hours. Cal
372-2401 lor more mlormation

FOR SALE

Female wanted to share a one bedroom apt on
3rd St lor 1888-1B89 school year Please cal
Km al 364 3226

Attention AN women Interested In
foining a sorority this (si please M out
a Hush Application card at 425 SS Bkfg
including a $25 non-refundable Rush fee by
Aug 1 st. N you have any questions please
cal the PanheesnK Office at 372-2534 or
the Greek Life Office at372-2l51
Appbcatlone must be completed by Aug. 1

Wanted One female roommate Fall 1986
t Haven House Please cal Karon 353-6409

WANTED

2 grey a white and 1 cream colored kitten 2
montheok) FREE" Cal 354-5222

DONT OUTLAW WAVESI
S40 perm includes cut
TheWave. 135 112 Court St
363-rVAVE Good tl 7 31 -88

1021 S. Main
Bowling Green, Ohio
362-0123

The Ohio Peace Marchers for
Global Nuclear Dtssrmament
are resting for a day In Bowling Green aa they
welt around the state' Come end visit with the
marchers at a coffeehouse TODAY in the Union
Oval at 6 00 Also |om them for soup and salad
at UCF afterward!

Mature student or grad wsnted for temporary
part-time marketing position with new BO computer company Reasonable pay Computer
knowledge a plus Creativity and ambition a t»g
plus ItycujustwantioiTiakeaauKkfmVbuckB.
DONT cal Jim at 354-2110 Otherwise lets
hear from you.

Y>uYe

astute enough
lo discuss the
philosophical
ramifications of
Victor Frankl's
"Existential
\acuum7

Part-time help needed for yard work A misceF
Lsneous Jobs Must work full lime from Aug 13
through Aug 24 Phone 352-7365
Temporary. luB-time caretaker /ranger needed
by Wood Co Parka A Rec Comm. Competitive
pay Please can 1419)353-1897

IVIIt. SPOTS'

THE

Confidential care

Breakfast • Lunch • Dinner

And you're
still smoking?

Fee adlusfed to Income

Planned
Parenthood

There's Something for
EVERYONE
in

The BG News
CLASSIFIEDS
• Campus & City Events
• Lost & Found
• Rides

OF VCI1NIGS

354-3540

FREE REFILLS
on all
Soft Drinks

July 20,1988

• Personals
• Wanted
• Help Wanted

• Services Offered
• For Sale
• For Rent

To place your order...
Call 372-2601 * or Stop by 214 West Hall
•Sorry, we are unable to take Campus & City Events or Personals by telephone order

THE BEAST FROM THE EAST IS
DEALING A SUPER SPECIAL

GOOD FOR IN HOUSE ONLY

_

12 minimum/bleu chz & celery XTRA
2 to 10 everyday

x.cept sutvhy

X SPECIAL PRICED
Hi

CalU5M966

on tap & in bottles

Party
at
Button's

Bridge the Macintosh™/PC file gap!

MotoWn Night!
95c Drinks

University Graphic Arts Services

THCJRSDAY:
Lip Sine Contest
95c Drinks

can convert many PC files to Macintosh™ files and vice versa

FRIDAY:

Call 372-7418 or stop by 211 West Hall
for more information.

-

2 bedroom, furnished apartments
Excellent location. Reasonable
rent. 2-4 person occupancy
Owner pays heat, AC. water.
sewer A gas

125 E. COURT • BOWLING GREEN, OHIO • 352-SPOT

WEDNESDAY:

Also,
various spreadsheet
and
Pagemaker (Mac) to Pagemaker (PC)
conversion available.

GEORGETOWN
MANOR
APARTMENTS
800 Third St.

This Week Featuring

We can translate
MultiMate, WordPerfect and Wordstar
Hies to either
Macwrite or Microsoft Word files

—

Silver Bullet Night
The lucky lady with the most silver
bullets collected trom the guys wins
a fantastic prize!
95C Drinks
SATURDAY:
Banana & Cherry Eating Contest
95c Drinks
TUESDAY:
Ladies' Night with
"Men of Burlesque"
95c Drinks
25481 Dixie Highway 874-2254

CAMPUS
TANNING
CLUB
located directly behind
Dairy Mart
352-7889

Kaplan
LSATPREP...

BE
OVER 40
& LOVE IT!
No matter what your age. if you
plan on going (o law school, a
score over 40 can put spring in
your step'
"rbu see. candidates who score
between 40 and 48 on the new
Law School Admission Test enjoy
the best chance of being accepted to the law school of their
choice and going on to practice
with top firms or corporations.
At the Stanley H Kaplan
Educational Center. LSAT preparation is a fine an So much
so that Kaplan has more "over
40s" grads than any other test
prep firm in the nation
Isn't that just the test edge
your law career deserves?

..KAPLAN

stuHiY iinu tMunoui aim in

The world's leading
test prep organization.
536-3701
Toledo

